We search for microlensing events in fields along the Galactic minor axis, ranging from the Galactic center to −3.7 < b < 3.9 deg., using the VVV survey near-IR photometry. The new search is made across VVV tiles b291, b305, b319, b347, b361 and b375, covering a total area of about 11.5 deg. 2 . We find a total of N = 238 new microlensing events in this new area, N = 74 of which are classified as bulge red clump (RC) giant sources. Combining them with N = 122 events that we had previously reported in the Galactic center (VVV tile b333), allows us to study the latitude distribution of the microlensing events reaching the Galactic plane at b = 0 0 for the first time. We find a very strong dependence of the number of microlensing events with Galactic latitude, number that increases rapidly towards the Galactic center by one order of magnitude from |b| = 2 deg. to b = 0 deg. with a much steeper gradient than with Galactic longitude. The microlensing event population shows a flattened distribution (axial ratio b/a ≈ 1.5). The final sample shows a shorter mean timescale distribution than the Galactic plane sample for both, the complete population and RC stars.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the high stellar density, the bulge of the Milky Way is an ideal place to search for microlensing events (Paczyński 1986) . For more than 25 years there have been several optical microlensing experiments that have monitored the Galactic bulge: the Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE; Udalski et al. 1993 ), Massive Astrophysical Compact Halo Objects (MACHO; Alcock et al. 1993 ), the Microlensing Observations in Astrophysics (MOA; Bond et al. 2001) , the Expérience pour la Recherche d'Objets Sombres (EROS; Aubourg et al. 1993) , the Disk Unseen Objects (DUO; Alard et al. 1995a) , and the Korea Microlensing Telescope Network (KMTNet; Kim et al. 2010 , Kim et al. 2017 .
These surveys, however, are incomplete in the Galactic plane because of heavy crowding and extinction. Gould et al. (1995) advocated K-band microlensing in the innermost regions of the Galaxy, clearly outlining the advantages of such surveys, especially the ability to observe through the dust found in large quantities in that area. There are now two new near-IR microlensing searches: one based on the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope Survey (UKIRT, Shvartzvald et al. 2017) in the Northern hemisphere, and the one based on the VISTA Survey Telescope in the Southern hemisphere, that is carrying out the VVV survey (Minniti et al. 2010; Navarro et al. 2017) . Both are mapping the inner regions of our Galaxy, that have so far remained hidden from the optical experiments.
The first VVV microlensing events in the Galactic center region were published by Navarro et al. (2017) , where a clear excess of microlensing events towards the Galactic * Corresponding author: mariagabriela.navarro@uniroma1.it center was found. The Galactic longitude dependence of microlensing along the plane was then studied in , where 14 VVV tiles ranging from l = −10 to l = 10.44 deg. were analyse, within a total area covering 20.7 deg. 2 (Figure 1 ). The final sample was N = 630 microlensing events between the years 2010 and 2015, that exhibit a wide and asymmetric distribution with more events towards negative Galactic longitudes, as predicted by the models of Han & Gould (1995) , as a consequence of the barred bulge structure.
All models computed for the Galactic bulge predict that the rates of microlensing events -and therefore the optical depth-increase with decreasing latitude (e.g. Han & Gould (1995) , Han & Gould (2003) , Wood & Mao (2005) , Ryu et al. (2008) , Kerins et al. (2009) , Penny et al. (2013) , Henderson et al. (2014) , Wegg et al. (2016) , Henderson & Schvartzvald (2016) , Poleski (2016), Penny et al. (2018) ). This reflects the increasing stellar density as one approaches the Galactic plane. All these models are fine tuned to be in reasonable agreement with the observations from the microlensing optical surveys listed above. These surveys, however, do not reach the Galactic plane, extending only to latitudes |b| > 2 deg., and therefore the predictions for the models at b = 0 deg. could not be contrasted with observations so far.
In this paper we complement these studies by dealing with the latitude dependence of microlensing, by analyzing six more VVV tiles. They cover an area along the Galactic minor axis (−1.25 < l < 0.26 deg.), ranging from b = −3.7 to b = 3.9 deg., making it now possible to bridge the gap from the optical surveys ( Figure 1 ). This study of the microlensing latitude dependence is also complementary to the microlensing events studied along the Galactic plane, and by the present work along the Galactic minor axis, overlaid on the optical image of the Galactic bulge from Mellinger (2009) . Right panel: Spatial distribution of the new microlensing events (red squares) above and below the Galactic center. The pink squares are the events found in . The duplicate events in the overlapping VVV areas have been accounted for. The microlensing events from the OGLE EWS and MOA experiments for years 2010 to 2015 are shown for comparison (grey and black squares, respectively). The animation showing the final sample of microlensing events along with the light curves is available online. In the video the left panel shows the real near-IR image of the area analyzed. The flashes reproduce the microlensing events in their specific locations at the relative time when they occurred. The duration and intensity of the flashes are proportional to the timescale and amplification, respectively. The right panel of the video show the light curve variability with time. The colors are linked with the tile where the event were found. The colors are shown in the right part of the image, from yellow tones for the most negative latitudes (tile b291), to purple tones for the most positive latitudes (tile b375) The realtime duration of the video is 123 seconds representing 5 years of observations. in the Galactic plane at b = 0 deg., for −10 < l < 10.44 deg. .
In Section 1 the detection procedure and analysis are presented. The analysis of the spatial distribution of the new sample and the comparison of our results with other surveys searching in the same area are presented in Section 3. The timescale and distance distributions are discussed in Section 4. Our final conclusions are presented in Section 5.
OBSERVATIONS AND METHOD
The PSF photometry has been obtained with DAOPHOT, as described in detail by .
The microlensing event selection procedure is explained in detail by Navarro et al. (2017) , and Navarro et al. (2019) . Briefly, the first step consisted in the detection of the best microlensing event candidates using a quality number as an indicator. The quality number comprise several features such as a constant baseline, an increase and decrease in brightness in a symmetrical way, and the χ 2 of the fit. In this step we also rejected from the final sample the light curves with less than N = 20 data points and the light curves with less than N = 4 data points during the event. Approximately 20, 000 light curves meet these initial criteria. The second step was to visually inspect the events with the best quality number to obtain the final sample. This procedure leave out of the sample the binary events and events with strong parallax effect. The final sample for the six new tiles analyzed consists in N = 238 microlensing events (Figure 1 ). We found that N = 70 events were previously detected by OGLE in the overlapped region.
It is more convenient to restrict the sample to RC sources, as they are usually less affected by incompleteness and describe better the microlensing properties in the Milky Way bulge (e.g. Gould et al. (1995 ), Popowski et al. (2001 , Popowski et al. (2005) , Afonso et al. (2003) ). Figure 2 shows the near-IR K s vs J − K s colormagnitude diagram (CMD) for the 7 VVV tiles (b291, b305, b319, b333, b347, b361 and b375) covering a range of latitudes along the Galactic minor axis. Comparing this CMD with that of the Galactic plane ( Figure 8 of ), the most striking difference is that reddening is much reduced in these fields above and below the Galactic plane. In order to highlight the extreme and irregular reddening of the plane we show the CMD of each tile plotted in different colors (right panel of Figure 2) . The CMD of the innermost tile b333 is shown in grey and is the most affected by extinction as expected. The red clump of every CMD is clear and follow the extinction law proposed by Alonso-García et al. (2018) .
Left panel of Figure 2 shows the position of the microlensing sources, outlining the selected RC events. For sources fainter than the detection limit in J band, the color was estimated using the color limit in the CMD. When the K s magnitude from the photometry was not well constrained, we use the baseline magnitude of the K s light curve. This is the reason why a line of events are formed in the red side of the CMD. The color cut for the red clump selection depend on the tile, due to the different extinction present in each of them.
We use J − K s in this case but using the H − K s CMD the results remain the same. Table 1 lists the Galactic coordinates of each tile along the Galactic minor axis, along with the number of total light-curves analysed, total RC sources analyzed, number of events found, and the corresponding numbers of RC events. All of them are presented as raw values and corrected by completeness. The spatial distribution of the complete sample is shown in Figure 1 , along with the distribution of events discovered by the OGLE Early Warning System (EWS † ) and MOA optical surveys between years 2010 and 2015 (Udalski et al. 2015; Sumi et al. 2013 ). This figure underscores the importance of the VVV survey that completes the microlensing census at low latitudes, where the opti- † http://ogle.astrouw.edu.pl cal surveys are blind because of the high extinction.
It is important to check the number of events compared with OGLE and MOA, in order to obtain an external completeness estimate. Although these different microlensing experiments are not directly comparable, as they all have very different depths, wavelength coverage, and time sampling.
The areal overlap between VVV and OGLE is non uniform, covering approximately 4 deg. 2 above and below the plane (∼ 8.25deg. 2 in total). In this common area OGLE detected N = 1567 events using the same time baseline (2010 to 2015), while we found N = 179 events in total, N = 109 of them are new discoveries, generally located in regions of high extinction where OGLE has fewer observations. This order of magnitude difference in the number of events is not surprising, considering that OGLE observed by more than an order of magnitude more nights than the VVV survey, with a total mean sampling of about N = 85 nights. Additionally, the VVV bulge observations are random, with typical spacing of a few days (1-3 days), but this is heavily field dependent, and of course there are gaps due to weather and the Moon (some fields cannot be observed once a month because the Moon moves along the ecliptic that goes through the bulge), and seasonal gaps (Hempel et al. 2014) . Therefore, on average both microlensing experiments reported ∼ 2 events per night. But this still means that the VVV survey is only detecting ∼ 10% of the events. This is important to take into account when designing the microlensing experiment for WFIRST (Green et al. (2012), Spergel et al. (2015) ): the potential number of events to be discovered by WFIRST may largely exceed previous expectations if it observes the Galactic center fields. For example, using our measured (raw) latitude dependence distribution, normalised to fit the Southern OGLE region that have more events (black histogram of Figure 3 ), we find that WFIRST would detect more than N = 7, 000 events in the Galactic center fields i.e. |b| ∼ 2 deg. (many more considering that it would be even more efficient than OGLE). Off course this depends on the observational setup, for which it would be very advantageous to extend the WFIRST's filter from 1.0 − 2.0µm to 1.0 − 2.4µm (Penny et al. 2018) or to include a K s -band filter (Stauffer 2018) . Conversely, in the overlap area with MOA that spans about 2 deg. 2 they detected N = 54 events, while we find N = 56 events. They are detecting on average about two events per night.
To make a more accurate analysis of the spatial distribution and its dependence with latitude it is important to consider the completeness corrected distributions. The correction for sampling efficiency does not alter the observed distributions, as the relative number of observations are relatively similar for all VVV survey tiles (e.g. Figure 23 of Navarro et al. (2019) ). However, the correction for photometric efficiency is critical, as we move closer to the Galactic center. We apply the completeness corrections following Navarro et al. (2019) , that are based on the extensive artificial star simulations of Hempel et al. (2015) and Valenti et al. (2016) using the PSF photometry of Alonso-García et al. (2018) . Considering the completeness map for RC stars for stars down to K s0 = 14 mag, for example, these corrections increase from ∼ 10% for tiles b375 and b291 at |b| = 3 deg., to ∼ 50% at the Galactic center tile b333 at |b| = 0 deg. The VVV detection limit is field dependent, ranging from K s ∼ 18 mag in most fields, to K s ∼ 16.5 mag in the Galactic center tile (Saito et al. 2012) .
The completeness corrected distribution of the sample is shown in Figure 3 (blue histogram). Using the completeness distribution we expect to find more than N = 13, 000 events at |b| ∼ 2 deg. Figure 4 shows the Galactic latitude distribution of the total number of stars (black), microlensing events (blue) and the number of RC events (red). The observed distributions are shown as dashed lines, while the complete-ness corrected distributions are plotted as filled lines.
The distribution of the 35 million stars analyzed (left panel of Figure 4) show an increase in the number density of stars that is more peaked when the completeness correction is applied. From Figure 4 we see that the number of microlensing events clearly increases with decreasing latitude, reaching a maximum in the Galactic plane at b = 0 deg. There are N = 181 total observed events within −1 < b < 1 deg. that is the 50% of the sample, while on average there are N = 89 observed events with 1 < |b| < 3 deg., a factor of 2× less. The respective numbers of events corrected for completeness are N ∼ 390 within −1 < b < 1 deg., and N ∼ 100 within 1 < |b| < 3 deg., i.e. a factor of within 3.9× less.
The effect is even more dramatic if we consider only the RC events, which should be a more complete and unbiased sample in comparison. There are N = 62 total observed events within −1 < b < 1 deg., while on average there are N = 25 observed events with 1 < |b| < 3 deg., a factor of 2.5× less. The respective numbers of events corrected for completeness are N ∼ 130 within −1 < b < 1 deg., and N ∼ 30 within 1 < |b| < 3 deg., i.e. a factor of within 4.4× less.
This trend is even clearer in Figure 5 where the corrected distribution of the red clump sample is compared with the microlensing events with RC sources found in for the longitude dependence studies. In both cases the number of microlensing events increase towards the Galactic center, but the distribution is wider for the longitude dependence and more pronounced for the latitude dependence. The distribution of the Galactic minor axis sample is fairly symmetric, and more concentrated, while the distribution of the Galactic plane sample is more asymmetric and wider. These distributions have F W HM = 2.82 deg. and F W HM = 9.09 deg. along latitude and longitude, respectively. In order to be consistent, we limited the sample along the plane within the same area analysed for the latitude dependence(−3.7 < l < 3.9 deg.). In this case the distribution has a F W HM = 4.32 deg. reflecting that the microlensing events have a flattened distribution (axial ratio b/a ≈ 1.5) in the innermost regions of the Milky Way, explored here for the first time.
To summarize, we find that the completeness corrected distribution is more peaked, with the number of events strongly increasing when we move from 2 degrees latitude to zero latitude by a factor of an order of magnitude. As far as we have explored the literature, none of the existing models previously predicted such a large effect.
This has important implications for the microlensing plans for the Wide Field Infrared Space Telescope (WFIRST) mission (Spergel et al. 2015) , because most of the selected fields for the WFIRST microlensing campaign are located at b = −2 deg. (Penny et al. 2018) , thereby missing an important increment in the number of potentially detectable events in comparison with a campaign done at b = 0 deg. Additionally, as already pointed out, in order to take better advantage of a microlensing survey in the Galactic plane, an extension of the WFIRST's filter from 1.0 − 2.0µm to 1.0 − 2.4µm (Penny et al. 2018) or even better, a K s -band filter its necessary onboard the WFIRST (Stauffer 2018) .
TIMESCALE AND DISTANCE DISTRIBUTIONS
The efficiency corrected timescale distribution obtained for the present sample is shown in Figure 6 , for both the whole sample and the selected RC sample. The mean timescale for the present sample of events along the Galactic minor axis (excluding the Galactic center i.e. tile b333) is t E = 12.8 ± 1.1 days, while for the RC sample is t E = 18.6 ± 1.2 days. The completeness correction was computed using fake microlensing light curves and is explained in detail in Navarro et al. (2019) .
As another check for our sample, we can compare the timescale distribution for the events in the new tiles with our previous results published by along the Galactic plane at b = 0 deg. The events along that Galactic plane have a mean timescale of 17.4 ± 1.0 days for the whole sample of N = 630 events, and 20.7 ± 1.0 days for the selected RC sample of N = 291 events, respectively . Figure 7 shows the comparison between the raw timescale distribution for the complete sample (blue) and RC sample (red) along the Galactic minor axis and the sample along the Galactic plane from Navarro et al.
(2018) (grey). In both cases is clear the shift in the mean Figure 6 . Efficiency corrected timescale distribution for the microlensing sample along the minor axis (blue histogram) and the RC events (red histogram). The mean timescale for the complete sample is t E = 12.8 ± 1.1 days, while for the RC sample is t E = 18.6 ± 1.2 days. This distribution exclude the innermost tile b333.
timescale distribution towards shorter timescales.
These observed differences in the mean timescales between the samples along the Galactic minor axis and the Galactic plane are significant at the 4 − 5σ level. Subtle differences may be expected because the distance distribution of the sources (and therefore the lenses) should be different in these two samples, as the line of sight departs from the Galactic plane.
In both cases (raw and efficiency corrected timescale distributions) the shape of the timescale distribution along the Galactic minor axis (excluding the Galactic center tile i.e. b333) is in good agreement with our previous study of the timescale distribution along the Galactic plane. However, the minor axis sample events have a shorter timescale in the mean than the Galactic plane sample events. This difference is more pronounced for the complete sample than for the RC subsample.
Indeed, Figure 8 shows the comparison of the distance distributions for the RC sources in these two samples. The RC distances are computed using the Gaia RC mean magnitudes and colors from Riuz-Dern (2018), following the method of Navarro et al. (2019) . Note that we adopt the mean intrinsic magnitude of the RC to be K s0 = −1.61 ± 0.01 (Riuz-Dern 2018), but adopting a different calibration such as K s0 = −1.68 ± 0.03 from Alves et al. (2002) or even computing the individual extinctions for all the RC sources using the last version of the BEAM calculator (Gonzalez et al. 2012) does not change our conclusions. Figure 8 shows that the Galactic minor axis RC sources (red histogram) are mostly located at the distance of the Galactic bulge (6 < D < 12 kpc), as expected. On the other hand, the Galactic plane RC sources (grey histogram) are more asymmetric and widely distributed. Their distance distribution peals at the distance of the Galactic center, but a sizeable fraction of the population (20 − 30%) is clearly located in the background, beyond D ∼ 12 kpc, including some located at the Galactic antipodes (D ∼ 16 kpc). Figure 8 clearly shows that some of the sources of the low latitude microlensing events may be very distant, demonstrating the usefulness of the VVV survey for probing the populations much beyond the Galactic center. However, larger numbers of microlensing events and detailed modeling are needed in order to explore in detail whether the observed difference in distances can explain the difference in timescales between the two samples.
CONCLUSIONS
We have detected N = 238 microlensing events within an area of 11.5 deg. 2 along the Galactic minor axis at l = −0.5 deg. using the near-IR VVV Survey photometry.
In we found that there is an excess of microlensing events at negative longitudes, and that the observed longitude dependence is very shallow, as expected from the model predictions. The latitude dependence however, should be stronger, as also predicted by the models and observed in the higher latitude fields by the optical microlensing surveys.
We find that the Galactic latitude dependence is much stronger than the longitude dependence, which is significantly shallower. The observed number of events drops from N = 122 at b333 to N ∼ 68 at b332 and b334 at 1.5 deg. in longitude (decrease by 41%), (a crude interpolation yields at 1.1 deg. in latitude a decrease by 31%) while they drop from N = 122 at b333 to N = 59 and N = 56 at b319 and b347 respectively, at 1.1 deg. in latitude (decrease by 47%).
The completeness corrected trends highlight the difference more strongly. The differential extinction was taken into account on a field by field basis, if there is any residual effect it would be in the sense of making the real gradient even more pronounced. In other words, because extinction is more severe as one approaches the Galactic plane, the number of events in these regions should be larger than observed.
The F W HM of the distribution is 1.5× larger along Galactic longitude than along latitude, indicating a highly flattened microlensing event rate distribution in the innermost regions of the Milky Way.
In summary, we find that there is an order of magnitude more microlensing events at b = 0 deg. than at |b| = 2 deg. This is significantly higher than all the expectations from all the previous models (that were fine tuned to explain the observations from the optical surveys at higher latitudes). The higher event rate observed in the Galactic plane is probably due to a combination of two effects: the higher source density, and the higher microlensing optical depth.
We also find that the mean timescales of the Galactic plane sample from is longer than the present sample along the Galactic minor axis, both considering the total samples or the selected RC giant star events. These differences may be due to the different distance distribution of the sources of the microlensing events (and therefore also of the lenses).
We find that the present sample of events along the Galactic minor axis contains fewer distant RC giants located beyond the bulge than the Galactic plane sample Table 1 Number of VVV Survey Microlensing Events Along the Galactic Minor Axis. The tiles are presented along with the equatorial and Galactic coordinates, the number of sources and red clump sources analyzed and the number of events for the whole sample and the red clump subsample, both raw and corrected by completeness. The subscript "F" indicates that the real number is obtained by multiplying the value by a factor of ×10 5 . of , where the distant RC giants are much more numerous. We argue that larger samples of microlensing events in the direction of the bulge, and detailed modeling are needed to study these trends. This is the first time a latitude analysis of the microlensing event population is done reaching the Galactic plane at b = 0 deg. This study enables more complete future modeling of the microlensing rates and optical depths throughout the Galactic bulge. We also strongly advocate for a WFIRST microlensing campaign along the Galactic plane, where the event rate is clearly maximal.
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The events with DET were detected by OGLE. 
